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Thank you for joining us for our 3rd Annual GALA. It is an absolute 
pleasure to have you here, sharing in the warmth and joy of this 
remarkable event. Tonight, we come together not only to revel in the 
glitz and glamour but to pay tribute to the incredible resilience and 
strength embodied by our extraordinary Breast Cancer Survivors.

This GALA is more than just a glamorous affair; it is a manifestation of the 
values that define us at STYLETAINMENT. We are not merely a 
production company crafting extraordinary experiences; rather, it is an 
integral part of our identity. Our work is inspired by the unwavering 
determination never to give up, to triumph over adversity, and to 
celebrate life in all its forms

Honoring the lives of our remarkable ladies, our Breast Cancer Thriving 
Survivors, is a privilege that goes beyond the surface. It is an 
acknowledgment of their courage, their journeys, and the indomitable 
spirit that propels them forward. Recognizing their strength and 
resilience is not just an event; it is a reflection of our commitment to 
celebrating the human spirit.

At STYLETAINMENT, we believe in the power of honoring people while 
they are alive. It's about seizing the opportunity to express gratitude, 
admiration, and love in the present moment. Tonight, as we gather in 
this enchanting atmosphere, let us collectively appreciate the beauty of 
life and the strength within each of us.

STYLETAINMENT is more than an entertainment provider; it is a catalyst 
for inspiration. We hope that the stories shared and the moments 
celebrated tonight ignite a spark within each of you. Our aspiration is for 
you to leave this gala not only entertained but also inspired to take that 
leap, to overcome challenges, and to soar toward your dreams.

So, let this evening be a reminder that life is a grand stage, and each one 
of us has a unique part to play. May the spirit of celebration and 
resilience cultivated here tonight inspire you to embrace life with 
renewed vigor, to jump beyond your comfort zone, and to live your 
dreams now.

Once again, thank you for being a part of this extraordinary celebration. 
Here's to the indomitable spirit of our Breast Cancer Thriving Survivors 
and to a future filled with boundless possibilities.

Sincerely, 

THE MEANING OF GALA

Gratitude (the quality of 
being thankful; readiness to 
show appreciation for and 
to return kindness)

Aspiration (a hope or 
ambition of achieving 
something)

Legacy (the long-lasting 

impact of particular events, 
actions, etc. that took place 
in the past, or of a person’s 
life)

Awakening (an act or 

moment of becoming 
suddenly aware of 
something)

OUR MISSION
Creating extraordinary 
experiences to honor, 
celebrate and uplift women 
who have triumphed over 
breast cancer, while offering 
support to homeless women 
facing the same challenges. 

Providing a feeling of love 
and gratitude as we work 
towards empowering our 
communities.

Welcome
THANK YOU FOR JOINING US

The  Visionary



IN HONOR OF 

FOR Life



Celebration Of Life Annual, Inc. is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization. 
A Place Called LOVE, (APCL), is our primary community project and our 
goals are to provide a beautiful home with an eco-friendly 
environment where homeless women going through breast cancer 
treatments can stay, be taken care of, nurtured, educated and 
prepared to return back to society self-reliant, sufficient and able to 
live a quality lifestyle.

APCL will offer support to enhance healing and give our ladies an 
opportunity to release stress in a serene environment with 
unconditional love, honor and respect!

Did you know there are thousands of women who are currently being 
treated  for breast cancer, but are homeless, stressed and struggling 
to meet their day-to-day living expenses and losing their lives?

What if there were “A Place Called LOVE” for homeless women going through 

breast cancer treatments  to live, at no cost to them? 

Would you support it?

VIA ZELLE: 
apclhome@gmail.com

 

mailto:apclhome@gmail.com


Contact Us
London Hall
Somerset, NJ
PH: 732.419.7812
styletainment.com
styletainment@gmail.com

SUPPORT APCL, Donate Via Zelle: apclhome@gmail.com

SUPPORT THE TOUR, Donate Via, Zelle: 732.447.4991

mailto:apclhome@gmail.com


"When I went to the last 

GALA, what touched and 

inspired me the most was to 

see a woman who was 

struggling all alone with 

cancer... God placed a 

family in her path to help 

and nourish her back to 

health ... Once she was 

healed, she didn’t sit back, 

she grabbed the torch ... 

and began to bless other 

women.  That is inspiring!”

- Avis Rosario Cabral

Supporter

And this is “A Place Called Love”

As women, it's ingrained in our nature to take action and 
uplift others after overcoming challenges. We genuinely 
believe that the women we assist at APCL will also feel 
compelled to pay it forward.

They will heal, overcome their struggles, enhance their 
lives, and discover ways to positively impact others. 

Avis, your openness is a blessing, and we deeply 
appreciate you for sharing this with us.



A Cancer Survivor’s Story!

“A MUST SEE! It will have you on the edge of your seat.”
SUPPORT THE TOUR, Donate Today, via, Zelle: 732.447.4991

STYLETAINMENT The Show, A Cancer Survivor's Story, is an electrifying theatrical stage 

production that seamlessly blends fashion, dance, music, and technology into a one-of-a-kind 

experience.

This show is a narration in movement, telling the powerful story of a cancer survivor’s 

determination to live her life with strength, gratitude and inspiration in the face of 

extraordinary difficulties‐‐and her ultimate triumph. 

Weaving together a poetic tapestry of blissfulness through the universal language of music, 

fashion and dance, The Show, A Cancer Survivor’s Story takes the audience on an uplifting and 

inspirational journey of tremendous beauty, style, fantasy, mystery, seduction and creative 

energy. 

Rather than pure entertainment, The Show, A Cancer Survivor’s Story, is a powerful platform 

that honors and uplifts breast cancer survivors, as well as brings awareness to the desperate 

needs of homeless women with breast cancer.

SUPPORT THE TOUR



Mother-Daughter Duo Producers Taking the Fashion 
Entertainment Industry by Storm

“Bringing my mother’s vision and designs to life onstage is quite amazing. My 
favorite scene is All About Me and probably not for the reasons you are thinking. 
Yes, it is super fun to twirl and whip those capes around. Yes, I love the reaction 
we get from the crowd whenever, wherever we performed that scene. Yes, the 
colors are so vibrant it makes me smile every time I see them fly in the air. 
However, none of those reasons are why it is my favorite. It is my favorite 
because it has a significant meaning to my mom. You see, back in the ‘80s before 
The Show, before cancer, even before me, my mom traveled and made a living off 
of 7 CAPES, very similar to what you see today. She had the vision then but got 
sidetracked with life and kids. Sharing All About Me today just feels like we are 
picking up where she left off. It’s as if no time has passed and we don’t plan on 
stopping anytime soon!”  - Says Head Choreographer, Kyra Shanae



HATTIE SMITH 

RUSS & JILL PAUL

MISSOURI

CLINTON MILLER JR.

MISSOURI ANNE PEPPER

CHAUN WILLIS DAVID MANNING

LISA ST. HALAIRE

TIASHIA HARRELL

I C MInspiration      Collaboration      Motivation

My “one word” is and always will be



Celebrating individuals while 
they are alive allows us to 
express our appreciation, 
gratitude, and love directly to 
them. It provides an 
opportunity to acknowledge 
their positive qualities, 
accomplishments, and the 
impact they've had on our lives.

Celebratory moments become 
cherished memories. By 
celebrating people while they 
are alive, we contribute to 
creating a reservoir of positive 
memories that can be a source 
of comfort and joy for both the 
individual and those who 
celebrate with them.

In essence, celebrating the lives 
of people while they are alive is 
a meaningful and affirming 
practice that contributes to the 
well-being of individuals and 
the communities they are a part 
of. It adds richness to life, 
enhances relationships, and 
creates a more positive and 
supportive social fabric.

Celebrating Life
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Meet Our Host

&

STYLETAINMENT GALA Awards
2021 Breast Cancer Thriving Survivor Honoree

Tania T.



TANIA T’S JOURNEY

Our Host for our 2023 GALA is Ms. Tania Ellerbe-Turner, better 
known as “Tania T.”  Tania returns tonight as one of our former 
honorees; at our first GALA in 2021 she was recognized as a 3-year 
Breast Cancer Survivor. 

Tania is the mother of two thriving young adults (Faith, 23, and 
Chandler, 20). She is also a seasoned corporate professional, 
currently a Pharmaceutical Commercial Sales Director who is adept 
at building winning teams, creating safe environments for people to 
thrive, and producing optimal performance. She's a five-year Breast 
Cancer Survivor, Life Strategy and Empowerment Coach, and Cancer 
Advocate, who is dedicated to enhancing the PINK community's 
experiences. 

Tania's cancer journey inspires holistic wellness and giving back. A 
lump led to Tania’s bilateral mastectomy, revealing blessings after 
struggle. This is when she was introduced to Life Strategies coaching 
and through this she has learned humility, resilience, and courage. 
Now as a certified Life Strategist and Empowerment coach, Tania 
empowers women through MIND, BODY, and Soul alignment, 
fostering transformation. She assists her clients in realizing their 
worth and power. 

Tania T. excels on stage, hosting diverse events from corporate 
conferences to fundraisers. Her connection with Cancer celebrants 
is unmatched, extending beyond the spotlight. Tania's advice is: Life 
is an Inside Job; alignment matters. Through her cancer journey, 
she's learned to embrace the present and trust the plan.

Her warmth and professionalism shine, making her a crowd favorite 
and a perfect fit for hosting our 2023 Diamonds and Pearls GALA. 



Ruthie Phillips
Awards Presenter

MY NAME IS RUTHIE PHILLIPS MY FUNCTION WITH STYLETAINMENT IS 
PRODUCTION MANAGER ASSISTANT AND CAST MEMBER. 
STYLETAINMENT is home! It's not just a job; it's my passion and creative 
outlet, a truly magnificent experience that you have to witness! My personal 
favorite scene to perform is Mavantra Heat – it's fiery, sexy, emotional, and 
incredibly satisfying. However, the scene I most want audiences to witness is Wild 
Orchid; it's simply magnificent and a must-see! I want our fans to know that we're 
on a trajectory of continuous growth, and that scene is just the beginning of what 
STYLETAINMENT has in store. Being a part of STYLETAINMENT is an enriching 

experience that brings me immense joy.



Lisa St. Hilaire

Andrew Snorton

Red Carpet Hosts

Tai Bella

https://youtu.be/hf-JoXeTla8?si=Mez2qYwocctPVD72

STYLETAINMENT 2023 GALA PROMO REEL

https://youtu.be/hf-JoXeTla8?si=Mez2qYwocctPVD72


SGALA
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Laticia TC Lewis
Entertainer, Violinist, Licensed Teacher 

of Music in NJ, Composer, Producer, 
Arranger, Music Director

Laticia Lewis, 

violinist/performance artist, 

from New Jersey, is an 

entertainer, composer, 

arranger, producer, and 

educator. As a professional 

instrumentalist for over 

twenty years, she has 

redefined several genres of 

music with unique 

interpretations and 

inspirational play in her 
performances.

Laticia received her Bachelor 

of Arts degree in Music from 

Rutgers University, and 

became a certified teacher in 

the NJ school system. She 

has taught and directed 

music for over 18 years, 

earning awards and 

accolades throughout her 
teaching career.

During the years, Laticia has 

balanced performing arts into 

her routine, showcasing 

entertainment for weddings, 

banquets, recitals and 

special events. She has 

contributed to musical 

productions, composed 

music for plays, performed 

for youth programs, 

community events, nursing 

homes, and various 

corporate organizations 

throughout the NJ/NY Tri-

state area and abroad. 

Laticia is the owner of SE 

Productions LLC where she 

currently teaches online, 

private and group music 
lessons to all ages.



AWARD

Queen Ada Ann Watson-Hood, born on October 12, 
1924, she emerged as the eldest among her siblings—
two sisters and a brother. Transitioning from the 
South to the North during her early teens marked a 
significant chapter in her life. 

Despite facing challenges, she bore a gentle yet 
determined spirit, possessing a remarkable ability to 
propel progress.

As an entrepreneur, she grasped the significance of 
nurturing INSPIRED DREAMS.

 

1924 – 1982

In honor of Missouri and her                                                                                  

family we present the



Missouri was born in Saint Michaels Hospital, Newark, New 

Jersey, on October 5, 1956 and is the third youngest of seven 

siblings, 1 sister and 5 brothers. God is the source of her life, 

her mother “Ada” is the force in her life and her children are 

the wind beneath her wings.

 1965 a small beating heart became alive, a rebirth one would 

say, how fitting it would happen on Christmas day! – says the 

Story Teller. 

It was 1965 when Missouri’s Mother, “Ada” gave her a Barbie 

Doll for Christmas. Using remnants from her mother’s sewing 

baskets, young Missouri designed and hand made her Barbie 

a complete wardrobe. 

She proceeded to give her mother a cardboard runway 

fashion show on the dining room table, as she played gospel 

music in the background. “Mother loved gospel music.” – says 

Missouri 

After the show she looked up at her mother and said, One day 

I am going to do a BIG Show.” Her mother patted her on the 

head and said, sure your will child…sure your will.  

In that moment young Missouri could feel the electricity from 

her mother’s hand on her head and she knew one day she 

really would do the “BIG Show”…

Her mother INSPIRED and NURTURED THE DREAMER within 
her. Consequently, she evolved into a celebrated renowned 
fashion designer and visionary of 



In 2022, as a tribute to honor her mother, we launched the Ada 

Awards, recognizing an individual or couple whose impact on 

Missouri's life mirrors the uplifting influence of her mother.

ORDINARY WORDS         EXTRAORDINARY ACTIONS         INSPIRED DREAMS

AWARD

Hattie Kathleen Smith
RECIPIENT OF THE 2023

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE PRESENT TO YOU



Hattie Smith is a two-time breast cancer thriver. Her connection 

to her community and faith has helped mold her into the 

inspiring individual she is today. So much so that she’s created 

her own business, ‘Hattie’s Inspirational T-Shirts,’ better known as 

HITS, to help spread breast cancer awareness and connect it to 

the Word of God. 

Hattie is a New Jersey native, born to Doris and Charles 

Pendleton, and is the fifth youngest of seven siblings.  She has 

been in Bucks County, PA for over thirty years with her husband, 

Gary, who she calls her ROCK.  Hattie has been blessed with three 

beautiful daughters, Tanesia, Jasmin, and Camille.  

Hattie’s mantra is ‘know your body,’ when you feel like something 

is off, go to the doctor, if they say nothing’s wrong; go get a 

second opinion. When Hattie was initially diagnosed with breast 

cancer 18 years ago, if she didn’t get a second opinion, she would 

definitely have been enduring some sort of treatment that she 

didn’t necessarily need. 

Hattie had a new diagnosis seven years ago in January 2016 that 

was more aggressive than her first diagnosis.  She is grateful to 

God for the wisdom that He gave her to do her research and 

understand what she was facing, and truly believes that He was 

with her every step of the way through the chemotherapy, 

radiation, and reconstruction surgery.  

HATTIE SMITH’S JOURNEY

https://hits314.webnode.com/


Hattie is phenomenal at fund raising and has joined the 

leadership team for A Place Called LOVE (APCL).  She has assisted 

other non-profit organizations raise needed funds and we are 

grateful to have her join our team. Since retirement, Hattie 

considers herself an advisor and advocate for breast cancer 

awareness. Hattie has been featured in The National Digest, 

thenationaldigest.com, search her name to the view the article.  

She can be reached via her website at hits314.webnode.com; her 

email at hits0704@gmail.com; and her Instagram at @hitshirtss.  

mailto:hits0704@gmail.com






DORINDA FRANCIS-MCKENZIE’S, JOURNEY

A survivor is someone who continues to function or prosper in spite 
of opposition, hardship, or setbacks according to the Random House 
Unabridged Dictionary.  However, I don’t consider myself to be a 
survivor because I endured a great ordeal.  No, I am a survivor in 
spite of battling breast cancer while being a mother, wife, and full-
time employee. 

How could a 41 year old woman, who eats healthy and try’s to 
exercise regularly be diagnosed with breast cancer?
It had to be a mistake.  Well the answer is simple.  Cancer, like all 

other conditions, knows no age, race, or gender.  So on July 8, 2021, 

I had a decision to make.  I could allow myself to be defined as a 

cancer patient or become a champion of hope for the next person.  I 

chose the latter.  Blessed with a supportive family, church-family, 

and friends, I did my homework.  I asked questions and gave my 

battle to the only one who could see me through such a trying time.  

I stood on my faith in God as I disclosed the news to my daughters, 

family, and friends.  Whether I was ready for it or not, cancer was 

here.  It may have been in my body, but it didn’t have my mind.  It 

may have taken the doctors twice as long to perform my surgery 

and I may have had a few setbacks along the way, but I am here a 

year later.





SUSAN FIELDS, JOURNEY 

Susan is a 20-year breast cancer survivor! She resides in Roselle, NJ with 
her loving husband, Charles Fields, and is the mother to her two children, 
Taylor and Darren, whom she adores. For the past 23 years, Susan has 
worked as a Human Resource Administrator at the non-profit 
organization, Partnerships for People, which help aid people with 
developmental disability. 

In January 2002, Susan adamantly got her first mammogram at 40
years old. It was from the results of this life changing test that she 
learned she had breast cancer. She had no symptoms or lumps, but had 
she waited even two more months to test, she would not be with us 
today. Susan went to war and underwent an 8-hour surgery consisting of 
a full mastectomy followed by a trans flap reconstructive surgery. Eight
Doctors in total performed the serious surgery. Twenty-nine lymph nodes 
were removed with 19 testing positive for cancer. 

Susan was diagnosed with a Triple-negative Aggressive HER2 cancer
which was Stage 2. Immediately post-surgery, she had to start invasive 
weekly chemotherapy followed by radiation and was put in a
trial treatment for 6 months. 

Mrs. Fields couldn’t have gone through her breast cancer journey
without the support of her village. This is one of the reasons why she
helped co-found the fundraising troupe, Soul Surviving Sisters (SSS),
which is a group of girlfriends who help raise donations for various
breast cancer charities. 

Fortunately, Susan is still in remission today. It’s why she lives each
day to the fullest and why she continues to give back to her breast
cancer community wholeheartedly.





LINDA "FARAJAH" LEWIS, JOURNEY

My cancer journey began like so many others.  I had no idea what was 
before me as I entered the doctor's office when given the diagnosis 
from my annual breast exam.  Full of disbelief when receiving a 
positive result, I did not immediately venture toward surgery.

I sought various types of natural approaches before I submitted to my 
reality and confronted this dreadful monster which resulted in two 
major surgeries. 

I was not like many strong women I've met who had no fear. I thought 

about my death, felt the loss and had days of sadness.  As I traversed 

through my healing waters, my daughter noticed my melancholy 

mood one day while leaving for work and reminded me of a saying 

that we shared many moons ago.  She cheerfully declared, "Mommy, 

See God Today", which immediately made me smile.  I was reminded 

of the gift of who I am and although my body had been impacted, life, 

beauty and love are still here!  I began to write, and my creativity was 

inspired.  I decided to write a book for others who may have had a 

similar experience entitled, "SEE GOD TODAY, a Gratitude Journal for 

those Impacted by Cancer".  Hopefully this creative journal will 

encourage others and bring joy, hope and healing upon their 

journey.  





CHIMENE MANNS JOURNEY

In 2009, I received a stage one cancer diagnosis, a pivotal year as my 
only son graduated from Penn State University. I discovered the lump in 
my left breast during a 2002 biopsy, and despite early signs noted in the 
pathology report, there was no consultation with the breast surgeon.

Instead, I was instructed to undergo annual mammograms. Seven years 
later, when the lump became bothersome, a new OB/GYN doctor 
ordered a breast ultrasound, confirming my breast cancer. 

This marked a devastating period, eroding my trust in doctors who are 
meant to provide professional advice for prolonging our lives.
The most challenging moment in my breast cancer journey was 
revealing my diagnosis to my son. His immediate reassurance, 
'everything would be OK,' reflected his understanding of my strong faith 
in God. I draw strength from my belief in the healing power of the Lord 
Savior Jesus Christ, who sacrificed for our sins and healing. In 2009, I 
opted for a double mastectomy to avoid potential emotional pain in the 
future and sought complete healing and restoration from breast cancer. 

I am grateful to Donna Obal, a saint who encouraged me to join the 
'Beautiful You' support group. Her guidance has been invaluable, 
reminding me that I am beautiful both inside and out. 

As a wife, caregiver, cherished mother, sister, daughter, and a survivor 
of 16 years, I truly embody what it means to place trust in God, fight for 
life, and love with unwavering dedication. It is a privilege to be 
honored.





ATIBA PAGE’S, JOURNEY

She is a magnetic and energetic business agent that is highly sought-after by 

entrepreneurs, small business owners, Fortune 500 companies and community leaders 

who want to create healthy disruptions!

Currently Atiba & her smile are developing and facilitating disruptive & innovative 

diversity & inclusion programs and activities within the global market for Bristol Myers 

Squibb. 

Her passion for identifying, building, and celebrating the potential she sees in others 

helped her plant the seed for Brown Gyrlz Enterprise, and that seed blossomed on 

May 1, 2016.

Brown Gyrlz Enterprise was created to help freethinkers design their individual “yellow 

brick road” to success! Atiba is ready to empower, inspire, and motivate the leader in 

YOU!

Diagnosed with Stage IV breast cancer in February 2019, Atiba has had over 100 doctor 
visits, 6 rounds of chemotherapy, over 30 rounds of radiation treatments, a single right 
mastectomy, and gamma knife & MRI thermal ablation brain surgery, within 2 years.

Atiba is thrilled to report she has NO EVIDENCE OF DISEASE (NED) since May 2020, and 
is praying for more time as a survivor!

Atiba enjoys lending her brand power as a messenger within many different 
organizations for Black & Brown women across the globe. Her new foundation Khronic 
Kutie’s was created to provide spiritual, mental, physical, and financial assistance to 
Khronic Illness Kutie’s of all ages across the globe!

Here is your chance to meet the black unicorn of business agents & global public 

speaking!

Are you ready for me?!





In a male dominated business, this eight-time Jean Dalrymple Award winner goes 
against the odds. Encouraged by the late great, Sydney Poitier, she rose to meet 
the challenges by using her personal experiences as a resource to develop the 
characters in her work.

She was raised in the Van Dyke Projects in Brownsville, Brooklyn. Anne was the 
first born of seven children who were raised on welfare and became the nurse to 
her mother who died of breast cancer at the age of 36.

Anne was 19 when her mother passed away. She will never forget her mother had 
just had her baby brother. She thinks she saw fear and told her it was just a 
blocked milk duct. She did not look worried so neither was Anne. Weeks passed 
and she finally went to Kings County Hospital because her home remedies were 
not
working. In those days, her family never said the word “cancer” out loud, it was 
always whispered. It was as if the dying person had done something to make the 
family look bad. Her mom’s sister wished that her mother had had a heart attack.

From that day on, Anne started running because her doctor told her she was at 
high risk when she was given her family’s medical history. She started writing in 
earnest because that dreaded disease was always in her thoughts. Today it’s not 
the death sentence it used to be, we are living longer and the whispering has 
stopped.
When cancer finally caught up with her, her mammogram saved her life. She was 
put on chemotherapy and had a lumpectomy, and today she is cancer FREE. Anne 
had finally stopped running. After nursing she returned to her first love with the 
help of Artistic Director, James Jennings, at the American Theater of Actors.

She is the first and only black female recipient of eight Jean Dalrymple Awards in 
New York City. In 1996-7 BEST dramatic Playwright, BEST COMEDY in 2004 and 
BEST Play from Another Medium and her breakout work, John Milton’s classic 
poem Paradise Lost, adapted to A Fall from Grace, along with a 1997 AUDELCO 
nomination. In 2007, Anne received the 10th Anniversary Script Writer Award, 
from the African American Women in Cinema for The Colored Garden. Looking For 
Love in Darkness was her first stage play about a family coping with teenage AIDS, 
ran fourteen weeks at the ATA in NYC.  



She is the first and only black female recipient of eight Jean Dalrymple Awards 
in New York City. In 1996-7 BEST dramatic Playwright, BEST COMEDY in 2004 
and BEST Play from Another Medium and her breakout work, John Milton’s 
classic poem Paradise Lost, adapted to A Fall from Grace, along with a 1997 
AUDELCO nomination. In 2007, Anne received the 10th Anniversary Script 
Writer Award, from the African American Women in Cinema for The Colored 
Garden. Looking For Love in Darkness was her first stage play about a family 
coping with teenage AIDS, ran fourteen weeks at the ATA in NYC. 

The celebrated, You Shouldn’t Have Told, Produced by Shining Star Productions, 
Executive Producer, Phillip Rose, had a three-year run that began at the ATA on 
54th Street and then to the Studio Theatre at Playwrights Horizons on Theaters 
Row’s main stage to rave reviews from THE NEW YORK TIMES, THE NEW YORK 
POST NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, NEW YORK AMSTERDAM, THE NEW YORK 
BEACON, Channel 7 Eyewitness News, TIMEOUT and IN THEATRE magazines. 

“YSHT’ opened the 1999-2000 theatrical season of the KARAMU Performing 
Arts Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio and the African Globe Performance Center 
Newark, New Jersey to sold-out performances and rave reviews and was 
selected by the NJ Star Ledger as one of the best stage plays in the state of New 
Jersey, 2003. “A Lesson in Blood” garnered a Jean Dalrymple Award for Best 
Playwright and “Broken Pieces”. In 2022, Anne wrote, Resurrection, based on 
the true story of Black Wall Street of the dead coming to life. It tells the story of 
not only how they died, but how they lived to sold out audiences at the 
American Theater of Actors.





DONNA BROWN’S, JOURNEY

As a 13-year cancer survivor, I have experienced a multitude of 
emotions that has shaped my perspective on survivorship. Being a 
survivor suggests that I have been perseverant, tenacious, and strong 
in my journey to beat cancer not once, but twice.

Growing up in a loving household in Newark, there was never any 
mention about cancer and none of my immediate family had a cancer 
diagnosis. While watching Oprah, she showed the process of breast 
self-examination and its importance After checking myself, I 
discovered I had a lump, and that is when my life changed.

When I was diagnosed with breast cancer in March 2011, I was 
devastated. While I considered myself to be a strong woman, hearing 
the word "cancel was very sobering. How \Mill this affect my family, 
my job, my sense of self. After addressing my breast cancer, I was 
diagnosed with ovarian cancer in October 2015.

I have been an employee at Cooperman Barnabas Medical Center 
almost 20 years, currently working in the Radiation Oncology. I have 
seen patient tears and comforted so many people by sharing my 
personal story; being an inspiration to others has allowed my personal 
challenges with cancer to be a blessing to others. It’s inspiring being a 
survivor, giving that glimmer of hope to patients who are going 
through treatment.

Through this journey in my life, I am deeply humbled and forever 
grateful for all the love and support given to me by my family, friends, 
and coworkers.



Meet Our
2023

Presenters



Kyra Shanae Cherry

member, infusing each performance with her natural gift for 
movement, artistic expression, and the ability to captivate audiences.

In her other professional endeavor, Kyra takes on the role of Partner 
Development Manager at Reality Labs within Meta. This role 
showcases her prowess in technology and innovation, as she leverages 
her strategic acumen to cultivate partnerships, foster collaboration, 
and drive the ongoing development and expansion of augmented and 
virtual reality technologies.

Kyra Shanae Cherry's remarkable journey blends her love for the arts 
with a passion for technology, exemplifying her ability to thrive in 
multifaceted roles across diverse industries. Her dedication, creativity, 
and strategic thinking continue to make a lasting impact in both the 
world of entertainment and the cutting-edge landscape of technology.

Kyra Shane Cherry is a multifaceted 
professional whose dynamic talents 
span across the worlds of 
entertainment and technology. As one 
half of the mother-daughter duo 
behind the scenes of STYLETAINMENT, 
Kyra serves as a versatile Producer, 
bringing creative ingenuity, 
organizational prowess, and a keen eye 
for detail to ensure that each project 
reaches its full potential. Not only does 
she excel in the producer's role, but 
Kyra also shines as the Head 
Choreographer and a captivating cast



A devout believer in God, he is committed to spreading 
positive energy throughout the world and fully 
embracing each moment. 

He possesses a fervent passion for creating beautiful 
memories and is driven by a genuine desire to see 
others achieve success and experience true happiness. 

One of his beloved mottos is, "Life is what you make it, 
so make it.”

Shareef  Hood Sr.

Shareef Hood Sr., a devoted and 
affectionate father, a loving 
husband, a caring son, a 
supportive brother, a cherished 
cousin, a doting uncle, and a 
trusted friend. His passions 
extend to a deep love for music, 
a genuine enthusiasm for sports, 
and above all, an unwavering 
devotion to his family.



Donna William

Donna E. Williams worked with the New York City Transit Authority for 25 
years, and has been retired since 2013. She is an active member of the 
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), where she has proven to be a 
viable asset to the organization. Within NAMI, Donna serves as the Southern 
Regional Coordinator, a co-facilitator of the AACT-NOW Family Support 
Groups, and a Family 2 Family Certified Instructor. For over ten years she has 
made a difference for people through facilitating workshops, moderating and 
participating in panel discussions, and presenting on mental illness from “the 
caregiver’s perspective.” Donna’s
passion for supporting people who suffer from mental illness and their families 
stems from her experience as an adolescent charged with the responsibility of 
caring for her mom, who suffered from Bipolar Disorder. She is committed to 
altering the stigma of mental illness and helping others to be the change they 
want to see in the world. Donna attended both the Taylor Business Institute 
and SUNY at Old Westbury College of New York. Her educational background is 
in Business Management. Additionally, she has completed John Maxwell’s 
Coaching and Leadership Certification.

Donna E. Williams worked with the New 
York City Transit Authority for 25 years, 
and has been retired since 2013. She is an 
active member of the National Alliance 
on Mental Illness (NAMI), where she has 
proven to be a viable asset to the 
organization. Within NAMI, Donna serves 
as the Southern Regional Coordinator, a 
co-facilitator of the AACT-NOW Family 
Support Groups, and a Family 2 Family 
Certified Instructor. 



Maria Althouse

Over the course of my 31-year career as an educator, the 
relationships I've nurtured within the community have 
served as pillars of emotional and physical support during 
times of need. It fills me with immense pride to be not only 
connected to but also an ardent supporter of 
STYLETAINMENT, an organization that embodies the power 
of unity, creativity, and resilience.

For me, the significance of giving back after surviving 
cannot be overstated. It is an integral part of our journey, a 
testament to the strength that emerges from adversity, and 
a reminder that our experiences can be a source of 
inspiration and support for others on their own paths.

Marie Althouse has a deep 
gratitude to the Lord, the medical 
community, unwavering support 
groups, cherished friends, and 
loving family, I stand here today as 
a resilient survivor of Breast 
Cancer for 17 years. My journey, 
however, extends far beyond the 
realm of personal triumph. 



Audrey Walker

In 2004, Walker was diagnosed with breast cancer. After surviving a
tumultuous 3-year battle with Breast Cancer, in year 2007, she became the
Co- Founder and Director of the Healing Stream Breast Cancer Awareness
Organization (HSBCA).

Since the inception of this organization, Walker along with twelve (12) 
other women has supported, educated, and counseled numerous women
diagnosed with breast cancer. They, impart hope and strength while
supporting these woman &amp; their families with daily living intimate 
needs.

Healing Stream Breast Cancer Awareness also award $1000 scholarships
annually to three (3) deserving college students whose immediate family
member is walking through their cancer journey, and for the past thirteen
(13) years; have hosted and organized one of the largest annual Breast
Cancer Awareness 5k Walk/Run’s in the County of Mercer located in New
Jersey.

Audrey Walker is a blessed woman of God, a devoted wife and mother of
five children and ten (10) grandchildren.
Proverbs 2:6 is one of her favorite bible verses.

Audrey Walker majored in Business 
Administration and is presently employed at  
Trenton Housing Authority where she was 
certified in Public Housing Management and 
Occupancy.
She began her career at Trenton Housing 
Authority as a Tenant Interviewer and has 
risen to Director of Housing Operations. 
Audrey takes pride in knowing that while 
employed with Trenton Housing Authority, she 
has changed the trajectory of many residents’ 
lives through advocacy, instruction, education, 
and example.



Imani Williams

MY NAME IS IMANI TAHIRA, I AM 
THE PRODUCTION MANAGER AND 
CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT.
Our show is a visual manifestation 
of someone choosing to fight for life 
and pursue their true calling. The 
narrative is truly inspiring as it 
unfolds on stage. 

It's a captivating and exhilarating survivor's story, keeping the 
audience's attention from start to finish. Each scene is 
unpredictable, providing a real-time sense of Missouri's journey 
from her perspective. 

Personally, my favorite scene is "Wild Orchid" because it's 
mysterious, vibrant, and full of surprises. It feels like a 
declaration of self-confidence, a moment of blossoming that the 
world can't ignore.

Additionally, I am an active member of a dynamic community of 
real estate brokers and agents, driven by knowledge and 
founded on collaboration



Not only that, but the greater focus is also to be a blessing to 
women who are homeless and living with and recovering from 
cancer. A lot of passion goes into every single detail to make the 
company what it is. I am so supportive because I believe my 
purpose and the purpose of STYLETAINMENT are in alignment. 
STYLETAINMENT The Show, A Cancer Survivor’s Story is a 
“layered” production that does not really fit into a single 
category. It is a combination of theater, dance, music, poetry, and 
fashion with each element no more important than the other. 

Additionally, she serves as the Dance Leader for the Liturgical 
dance ministry at Shiloh Baptist Church. In the corporate realm, 
she holds the position of an Account Manager at a prestigious 
company. Her strong belief is that with God, nothing is 
impossible.

Imani Williams

MY NAME IS DEVONNE JONES I AM 
THE HEAD DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER 
AND CAST MEMBER FOR 
STYLETAINMENT.  What moves me 
about STYLETAINMENT is that it is a 
company that knows the potential it 
has and where that potential could 
lead to. It moves me because I can 
see it for myself in the way we work. 



Robert L. Artis

Robert L. Artis works for The State on New 
Jersey as a member of the executive 
management team for DHS/ Division on 
developmental Disabilities.  He holds an 
Associate&#39;s degree in Marketing and a 
Bachelor’s degree in Business 
Administration.  He is also a Councilman for 
the borough of Prospect Park, New Jersey 
and was Council President in 2012 and again 
in 2017.  He is a commissioner for the 
Passaic County Film Commission.  He was 
Legislative liaison for New Jersey State 
Assemblyman Benjie E. Wimberley. 

As a State representative, he has been instrumental in helping several local 
and State representatives in there election and re-election campaigns.  

Mr. Artis is a film producer, having produced several films including, "Secret 
Indictment", "Diamondz N Da Ruff", "Judgment day" and "Born Again".  He 
has also worked on several music videos such as "Yankee B, Black Street and 
others.  He has worked in the music industry where he has worked with 
such artist as Mario, Ruff Endz and Black Street. 

He has a daughter, Kyona Artis-Best, who is married to former Passaic 
County Commissioner Theodore T.J. Best Jr.  He is the proud grandfather of 
two beautiful grandchildren; Riley Marie Best and Theodore O’Neal Best III.  

In his earlier years, he was a member of the Unites States Boxing team 
where he represented the country in several boxing events. With all of his 
achievements, he gets his greatest satisfaction with working with those who 
are in need.



Yvette Beckett Roland

Additionally, she coordinates speaking engagements; community outreach; fundraising;
campaigns; and represents the Assemblyman at meetings, fundraisers, and other events.
Yvette is a member of the First Baptist Church of Englewood, serves as the Church Clerk,
VP/Financial Secretary for the First Baptist Praise & Worship Choir, Coordinator for FBC 
Youth Ministry/Choir and member of the Women’s Fellowship and Transition Commission. 
She recently was re Elected as Chair of the Youth Ministry for the NJ State Convention of 
Progressive Baptist.  
Yvette is a Chartering member of the Passaic County (NJ) Chapter of the Links, 
Incorporated, where she serves as the Chair of the International Trends & Services Facet 
Committee.
Ms. Roland is the proud mother of Courtney Georgette Beckett, who is a graduate from 
the University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign, as an Agricultural Honor Student Inductee 
and received her Master’s in Food Science and received her Bachelor’s in Food Science 
from Virginia Tech. Yvette has 7 brothers and sisters: Renee, George, Michael, Richard, 
Sonia, Kevin & Richie (deceased). She is the proud Auntie of Taylor, Destiny, Madison, 
Harmony, Puma, Montgomery & Major ... Her Angels! She is Godmother to 4 – Milton 
McManus (34 yrs. old) Mya Harris (24 yrs. old) Riley Best – her Pumpkin (who is 12 yrs. 
old) and Theodore Best – her Munchkin (who is 9).

Yvette is presently the Chief of Staff to 
Assemblyman Benjie E. Wimberly in Legislative 
District 35. She has
been a Chief of Staff for 24 years, having served 
for Assemblyman (now Senator) Gordon 
Johnson and Assemblywoman (Retired) Elease 
Evans. Her responsibilities include office 
personnel management; management of the 
district office budget; and constituent & 
community outreach. She oversees legislative 
issues for the Assemblyman; coordinates 
legislative ideas to the Office of Legislative 
Services in Trenton; creates and presents 
ceremonial resolutions and citations; prepares 
press announcements; sets appointments and 
maintains schedules.



Clinton Miller

Mr. Clinton Miller Jr. retired from the Elizabeth 
Board of Education School District. He was an 
effective teacher of elementary education where 
he invested over forty years imparting his unique 
teaching and counseling skills to countless 
children and young adults alike during his tenure 
as an educator.

Mr. Miller was educated at Kean University where 
he received both a Bachelor of Arts in Elementary
Education and Masters Degree in Behavioral 
Science. 

In addition, he received Substance Awareness
Coordinator and General Theological Studies
Certificates in 1994 and 2009 respectively.

Clinton Miller Jr. attended Cairn University in Langhorne PA where he received his 
Masters of Science Degree in Christian Counseling in May of 2012. 

Mr. Miller is an active Core Team Member of the Higher Standards Singles Ministry 
at Agape Family Worship Center, Rahway, NJ, as well as a member/Mentor of the 
International Christian Brotherhood (ICB). In addition, Mr. Miller serves on 
numerous Men’s Mentoring Programs and community organizations throughout 
Central New Jersey as well as an active Board of Directors member for Prevention
Links of Union County in Roselle. NJ During the summers of 2014/2015, he 
participated in a Summer Teaching Program (STP) in cooperation with the English 
Language Institute in China (ELIC) where Mr. Miller taught English to Chinese 
English teachers. 

He also was assigned as an Instructor/Tutor to Chinese Scholars at Rutgers 
University in the New Brunswick, NJ from the 2015 school year to the present. In 
April, 2017, Mr. Miller was ordained as a Minister of the Gospel at Agape Family 
Worship Center, Rahway, NJ. Since March, 2016, he has been a Student Advisor at 
Union County College, Cranford, NJ Campus.



Veronica Grimsley 

Veronica Adams-Grimsley was diagnosed in 2014 at the age of 
45, with Stage 1 Breast Cancer that was very aggressive. As it 
turns out her dog helped discover the lump in her Breast & 
she’s been "Thriving & Surviving“ ever since. Veronica is a 
strong advocate for the Breast Cancer community through her 
organization Veronica's Faith Warriors. Veronica's fight is not 
just for her, it is for every Victim, Survivor & Care Giver. She 
encourages women/men everywhere to not keep it to 
themselves. Cancer is not a Secret and you are not alone. As of 
2022 CEO/Founder of Vee Faith Warriors Corp.



Chrystal Shakir

.

In 2005, Chrystal made the decision to leave the corporate environment and became an 

entrepreneur which consisted of a Loan Originator, refinancing or purchasing homes, 

consolidate debt, home equity lines of credit, and commercial loans and property 

investments.  She is currently involved in several successful network marketing 

businesses.  She enjoys meeting power driven people and helping others get to financial 

freedom.

Chrystal is a two- time cancer survivor. She was first diagnosed with a rare sarcoma 

bone cancer when she was a teenager. After many years in remission, Chrystal was 

diagnosed with triple negative carcinoma breast cancer which was discovered 2 months 

after giving birth to her son in 2011. She has been cancer free for 11 years.

In 2012, Chrystal joined the Healing Stream Breast Cancer Awareness Organization 

which supports not only women with breast cancer, but anyone battling cancer. The 

focus and mission is to provide intimate care and support to meet those essential needs 

of families walking through their journey with cancer. Just to name a few: such as 

buying groceries, hiring cleaning service, providing transportation to go to the hospital, 

and “A Day of Beauty” taking women out to be pampered with a spa day and lunch. 

Through this organization and her personal experiences, she encourages and supports 

others affected by cancer or any other aliments that people may be suffering from 

sharing her positivity and holistic journey. Chrystal attributes her healing to God’s grace 

which made it all possible.

Chrystal Shakir resides in Mount Holly with her husband 

and two children. She worked for several Pharmaceutical 

Companies for over fifteen years supporting Marketing, 

Human Resources and Engineering Organizations with 

World Leaders in Health Care: Johnson & Johnson, 

Aventis, and Pharmacia.  Office Manager and 

Project/Program Coordinator with an excellent rapport 

with vendors and colleagues. Chrystal also received 

monetary recognition awards for the Shared 

Accountability and Transparency that Drive Business 

Results, Coaching and Skills Development, Participative 

Management



Tracey Pitt Gifford

Mrs. Tracey Pitt Gifford is a notable figure in the 
realm of both the arts and aerospace 
education. She serves as the dedicated 
Producer of the Newark International Film 
Festival, a renowned event that celebrates and 
showcases the world of cinema in the vibrant 
city of Newark. Her role as a producer involves 
curating a diverse range of films, from thought-
provoking documentaries to engaging feature 
films, creating an enriching experience for both 
filmmakers and audiences alike.

In addition to her contributions to the film industry, Mrs. Tracey Pitt 
Gifford takes on the role of Director for the Organization of Black 
Aerospace Professionals (OBAP) Newark ACE Academy. This position 
reflects her deep commitment to fostering diversity and opportunities 
within the field of aerospace.

The OBAP Newark ACE Academy is dedicated to inspiring and 
empowering young individuals, particularly from underrepresented 
backgrounds, to explore the exciting world of aviation and aerospace. 
Under her guidance, this program serves as a vital gateway for aspiring 
aerospace professionals, offering mentorship, educational resources, 
and hands-on experiences that help participants reach for the skies in 
their careers.

Mrs. Tracey Pitt Gifford's multifaceted roles demonstrate her passion 
for promoting diversity and excellence in both the arts and aviation 
sectors, making her a significant influencer in her respective fields.



   
Harold Chambers Sr. is originally 
from New Jersey and now residing 
in Atlanta, he spent a decade 
teaching high school. Enhancing 
the lives of young individuals 
through the power of creativity 
and providing them with an open 
platform for self-expression.

He takes immense pride in being the father of four 
kings and one queen, who have been the greatest 
source of joy in his life.

With a strong faith, he wears multiple hats as an 
entrepreneur, graphic artist, and designer. He has a 
passion for both travel and motorcycle riding and is a 
fervent advocate for humanity.

Furthermore, he actively engages in community 
activism and strives to provide resources for the 
homeless, considering it a blessing to serve this cause.

His life motto is: "Keep shining, and the world will feel 
your warmth."

Harold Chambers Sr.



Director Of  Dance
DEVONNE JONES

Assistant Director of Dance
TONJU AKIT

KATRINA
SPRINGER

Production Manager
Ruthie Phillips

Tonight’s Performers

TASHANA 
WILLIAMS

Assistant Dancer Director 
FOLA WALKER

EMMA
PARENTE

CAST MEMBERS



Congratulations to our 
2023 Thriving Honorees 



RWJ Barnabas Health & 
Cooperman Barnabas 

Medical Center extends, 

Congratulations to 



Chimene L. Broughton Manns

We offer our deepest admiration as we 
celebrate you. Today is your moment to 
radiate and be recognized. With heartfelt 
affection from those who hold you dear.

Congratulations!

2023 Honoree



to our 
2023 Thriving Honorees

Missouri & Family



to our 
2023 Thriving Honorees

The Cast of STYLETAINMENT



Joyce Hancock
Belinda Brown

Karen McPherson 
 Irene Emmett  

Margot Murphy
Jill Paul

Russel Hoge
  

2023 GALA Honorees

We are so proud of you!!!



Congratulations to our Sister

Hattie Kathleen Smith  
Recipient of the 2023 Ada Award



Hattie Kathleen Smith
We are so proud of YOU!!!

Joe Reggi & Susan
Maryann Denney

Rhonda Burden
Judy Dowling
Ernesto Valle

Amy Goodman

Donna Herdzik
Carla Stinnette
Virginia Hawkins
Inez Perry
Janet Subacus
Sheri Gillis



Hattie Kathleen Smith
We are so proud of YOU!!!



Hattie Kathleen Smith
We are so proud of YOU!!!



CONGRATULATIONS

AWARD

Hattie Kathleen Smith
RECIPIENT OF THE 2023



CONGRATULATIONS

AWARD

Hattie Kathleen Smith
RECIPIENT OF THE 2023



CONGRATULATIONS

AWARD

Hattie Kathleen Smith
RECIPIENT OF THE 2023

FROM OUR HEARTS TO YOURS
Thank You for All YOU do!!!

Missouri & Family



1201 Buck Road, Feasterville, PA, 19053, 215.355.8116

Hattie Kathleen Smith

Congratulations to YOU!



On behalf of Anne Pepper

Congratulations 
to the 2023 Honorees

FROM, DAVID BERKOWITZ 



Sheila’s commitment to raising awareness 
surrounding breast cancer is further cemented I
n her role as Board Member for Breast Cancer 
Recovery, and her role as facilitator for Infinite 
Boundary Retreats. Sheila is now a published 
author of “A Survivor’s Lens”, A Metastatic Breast 
Cancer Survivor’s Focus on Gods Word and Faith. 
She also has a movie on BET+ about her 13 year 
journey with metastatic breast cancer called 
God’s Grace, The Sheila Johnson Story.

Sheila’s resiliency and energy are contagious, and 
she delivers excellence in all aspects of her life, 
personal and professional.

Congratulations to our 2022 Breast Cancer 
Survivor Honoree



Sheila Marie Johnson

She is a mentor and guide for many black women, keen to break down barriers and create 
facilitators to care. Sheila provides exceptional levels of care and support for others from 
the African American and wider community who find themselves diagnosed with breast 
cancer.

Sheila works closely with the black community to ensure we have representation and are 
included in conversations relating to their diagnosis and treatment. Sheila has been a 
regular contributor to the discussions relating to breast cancer care and how to ensure 
competent and holistic care for those from underrepresented communities. An example 
of a project where Sheila led the focus on advocating for black women is the Metastatic 
Breast Cancer and the Count Me In Project. The project is an innovative patient-partnered 
cancer research project that aims to propel cancer

research progress. Sheila’s commitment to raising awareness surrounding breast cancer is 
further cemented in her role as Board Member for Breast Cancer Recovery, and her role 
as facilitator for Infinite Boundary Retreats. Sheila is now a published author of “A 
Survivor’s Lens”, A Metastatic Breast Cancer Survivor’s Focus on Gods Word and Faith. She 
also has a movie on BET+ about her 13 year journey with metastatic breast cancer called 
God’s Grace, The Sheila Johnson Story.

Sheila’s resiliency and energy are contagious, and she delivers excellence in all aspects of 
her life, personal and professional.

Sheila Marie Johnson
Resilience and Representation

When it comes to health equity and breaking down systemic 
barriers to care in the metastatic breast cancer community, 
Sheila Johnson is an inspiration to us all. Not only has Sheila 
been living with metastatic breast cancer for 13 years, she is 
also a 25-year United States Air Force military veteran. 
Sheila has received 4 Air Force Meritorious Service medals, 7 
Air Force Commendation Medals, and 4 Air Force
Achievement Medals. These honors are a testament to her 
strength, commitment, and dedication to amplifying the 
presence and voices of black women. Sheila has 
demonstrated long-standing commitment to widening the 
discussion relating to racial disparities and health 
inequalities that exists for African Americans within the 
breast cancer community. 



CONGRATULATIONS
to the 2023 Honorees!

New York Metro Pain Consultants

Clinton Miller Jr.

Thank you being apart of 
Team LOVE

We appreciate and 
celebrate YOU!





CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF 
THE  HONOREES 

The Brown Stone



A. Hood; Hattie Smith; Missouri; Mike, (the Owner) 
Kyra & our baby girl Emory

Missouri; Robert (The Manager) and Hattie Smith

STYLETAINMENT’s Kick-Off Celebration at 
The Brown Stone



TO ALL THE HONOREES,
TO MY BEST FRIEND, MISSOURI

& THE ENTIRE STYLETAINMENT CAST & TEAM LOVE

I’M SO PROUD OF YOU!!!



EVENT SERVICES
Start  Your Successful 

Project with US!
poshkm.ent@gmail.com 

STYLETAINMENT  
& ALL THE 2023 HONOREES



STYLETAINMENT                  
& ALL THE 2023 HONOREES 

COMING SOON!



STYLETAINMENT 
Congratulations to all of our Honorees

Lots of people choose not to discuss life 

insurance and the funeral costs left to their loved 

ones in the event of their passing.

The last thing your survivors should have to 

worry about during this most difficult time is how 

to pay for your funeral.

Let me help you find a final expense plan that 

both fits your budget and relieves your survivors 

of this burden. Premier Legacy Final Expense 

Solutions © will assist with the funeral planning, 

as well as protect your loved ones from rising 

funeral costs. Information and quotes are free, 

with no pressure to buy. Feel free to give me a 

call at (908) 375-6616 Visit: 

PREMIERLEGACY.NET/CHAUNWILLIS

17 Wooding Ave, Edison, NJ 08817



1337 US-1, North Brunswick 
Township, NJ 08902

1463 Finnegans Ln, North 
Brunswick Township, NJ 08902

3010 Route 27, North Brunswick, NJ 08824

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
2023 HONOREES



Lord & Smith
Advisory, Advocacy, HITS

Hattie K. Smith
Breast Cancer Advocate Leader

INSPIRATIONAL WORDS THAT ARE ALIGNED WITH SCRIPTURES

“BLING STYLE”
Printed on Tees, Sweat Shirts, Hats and more…

Hits314.webnode.com     Hits0704@gmail.com    @hitshirtss
267-391-9121

STYLETAINMENT 

& TO ALL THE HONOREES WE LOVE YOU!



FANCY THREADS
Custom Embroidery; Monogramming; Silk-screening; 

Unique Country Gifts

DEBBIE VARRASSE
31 Railroad Place

Hopewell, NJ 08525
609-466-0050

Fancythreads2@aol.com

EMBROIDERY AND APPAREL 

DECORATION
THE ANGELIC HEART

Heartfelt creations for your business or pleasure

PENNY MARTIN-HOLLY AND CHUCK HOLLY
Shirts, jackets, caps, towels, pet articles, bags, and more…

Oakford, PA
215-499-2412

Theangelicheart1@gmail.com
www.healingtouchprogram.com

STYLETAINMENT 

ON YOUR SUCCESS

& CONRATULATIONS TO ALL OF THE 2023 HONOREES



HARVESTSEASONAL.COM
STYLETAINMENT

We wish you a hardy  

And to the 2023 Honorees keep pushing forward and continue 

Celebrating Life



TO OUR  MOTHER & SISTER

We are so very proud of YOU!

The Precious Little People In
Our Lives, We  Love Them More…

CONGRATULATIONS 2023 HONOREE





PROFESSIONAL DJ SERVICES FOR ANY FUNCTION 

~ SPECIALIZING IN ~
SOCA, REGGAE , OLD SCHOOL, HOUSE & R + B.

FOR BOOKINGS
(609) 515-1294

Frank.griffith1966@gmail.com

mailto:Frank.griffith1966@gmail.com


Dear Past Honorees,

As we reflect on the journey we've shared, we extend our heartfelt 
gratitude to each of you for your unwavering support of our mission. 
Your commitment to uplifting and empowering others has left an 
indelible mark on our cause.

Your past contributions, both in time and dedication, have set a 
remarkable precedent. Your support has not only paved the way for 
our current honorees but has also created a legacy of empowerment 
and inspiration.

As we honor our current recipients, we do so with the knowledge that 
your support has been a guiding light. Your commitment to making a 
difference echoes in the achievements and aspirations of those who 
now stand as honorees.

Thank you for being champions of change, for your enduring support, 
and for being an integral part of our shared journey.

With heartfelt gratitude,
Team LOVE

Hattie Smith
Tania T.

Donna Williams
Audrey Walker
Marie Althouse

Veronica Grimsley
Tai Harrell

Chrystal Shakir



Did you know there are thousands of women 

who are currently being treated for breast 

cancer, but are homeless, stressed and 

struggling to meet their day-to-day living 

expenses and losing their lives?

What if there was 

“A Place Called LOVE”  (APCL)

for women going through 

breast cancer treatments 

to live, at no cost to them?

Would you support it?

Did you know that entertainment plays a crucial role 

in our lives?

Entertainment provides an opportunity for people to 

relax, unwind, and escape from the stresses and 

pressures of everyday life. 

Entertainment has the power to evoke a wide range 

of emotions, from joy and laughter to sadness and 

empathy.

BECOME A PLATINUM MEMBER
SUPPORT THE TOUR & THE CAUSE

“This Show is A MUST SEE!” 

It will have you on the edge of your seat.” “Help US Save Lives…”

VISION      MISSION 
CONNECTING

SCAN THE QR-CODE AND 

CLICK ON “MEMBERSHIP”



"Writing My Journey to STYLETAINMENT, A Life Stitched Together has been a healing 
for me in many ways. What I now see is the “ONE” was an instrument, to assist in 
writing the music to my songs, the words to my stories, the scripts to my plays, and the 
inspiration, drive and determination to move my life forward. The “ONE” was chosen 
to point me in the direction of my soul’s journey.

The fire still burns but it’s a different kind of fire. The LOVE still lives inside of me, but 
my eyes are wide open and everything is crystal clear. When I look out that window I 
see a beautiful unscarred soul looking back; when I look out that window I see a 
woman standing in happiness and joy; when I look out that window I see the spirits of 
my Mother, my Grandma Jane, Mr. Shorty and my Godmother looking back smiling and 
saying, “All is well, you did good …you’re doing good, girl!” And that’s ohhh such sweet 
music to my soul".

My hope is that the first and second editions of my books ignite the dreamer within 
you and elevate you to new heights, just as they did for me. Remember, this is your 
life, and regardless of who comes, stays, or leaves, never give up on yourself. 



First Edition: $45.00

  Shares the story of Missouri’s Journey 
from childhood to STYLETAINMENT 

INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS,
BY Missouri!

Second Edition, Table Top: $69.99

Shares the story of how STYLETAINMENT was created, 
photos from the shows, the cast, red carpet events and 
more…

It is Missouri’s goal to inspire ALL to LIVE
THEIR DREAMS OUT LOUD. Trust the 
the process and JUMP so you can learn 
To SOAR!!!

We pray our creations  lifts you to higher heights and 
spark the Dreamer in YOU!

VISIT OUR TABLE OR ORDER ONLINE  l   https://styletainment.wixsite.com/my-journey 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
CONTACT: LONDON HALL
732.447.4991
STYLETAINMENT@GMAIL.COM

FOLLOW US 
@STYLETAINMENT

F I N A L I S T
American Small 

Business Championship 
presented by Score

Sponsored by 
Sam's Club

- 2018 -

https://styletainment.wixsite.com/my-journey


GIVE THE GIFT OF LOVE
SCAN THE QR-CODE TO

NOMINATE A BREAST CANCER SURVIVOR

https://www.styletainment.com/about-5 
CLICK THIS LINK & SCROLL DOWN TO CLICK

https://www.styletainment.com/about-5


From Missouri, her family, Team 
LOVE, the Cast of STYLETAINMENT 
and 2023 Honoree, Donna Brown, 
we express our gratitude for your 
sponsorship of our 2023 GALA; 
your support is sincerely valued.



On behalf of Missouri, her family, Team 
LOVE and the Cast of STYLETAINMENT.

We express our gratitude for your 
presence tonight, hoping that our words 
and actions have kindled a spark within 
you to support our endeavors, live your 
dreams out loud, and jump so you can 
begin to soar.

Discover ways to uplift and immerse your 
spirit in the goodness this world has to 
offer. Dedicate time to nourish and 
strengthen your body, recognizing that 
resilience is key as you ascend.

Envision a world characterized by love 
and peace, and channel your unwavering 
energy towards fostering positive 
change.

Life is a Celebration, and this moment is 
uniquely yours. 

Keep the FAITH and always remember to 
DANCE like nobody is watching…Let’s 
go…

Now, go out and do something kind for 
someone other than yourself.
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